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Judy F. Rosenbl h, Ph. 1)

asked to chair a meetin -,resenting the results

Dr. F Biller and her cnlleagties with her exciting now system of teach

reading, e el well q a say. citinu I have had

opportunity of watching several of the subjects dur the' essons and

have seen their enthusiasm as they were able to- sound out the words of

the new text, find out what happened next, and answer questions about

the meaning of what they had just read. This produces excitement in

the -hen one knows the diagnostic work up on the subject shows

no previous reading a ad an IQ of 33.

One of the outstanding aspects of the Fuller Reading System is that

it has successfully involved people in various stages of their professional

develoi ent. Even non-professionals such as secretaries have been used

to teach the System.

The first paper, "The Fuller Reading System: A'Scientific ethod of

Teaching for Those Who are Ready or Not, " will be presented by Mrs.

Judith Schnell. Mrs. Schmell received her B.A. from Stern College of

Yeshiva University and is currently working on an M.A., in Psychology at

Loyola University. She is a Research Analyst in the Perceptual and

Cognitive Laboratory of the Psychology Department, Rosewood State

Hospital, Owing s Mills, ma ryl and.

There will be two Results papers on teaching the Fuller Reading

Sys The first part will be presented by Elizabeth J. Noyes. Miss

Noyes received her 13.A. at Converse College and M at University of



Virginia, 1 in Experimental Psychology. She is presently a Psychologist

eptual and Cognitive Laboratory at Rosewood State Hospital.

The second Results section will be presented by Joyce 13. Shuman. Mrs.

Shuman w s graduated c from Bryn Mawr College and expects to

:ive an \4. S as a Reading Specialis oin Johns Hopkins University in

1973.' She was formerly a first grade teacher and has been a Research

Analyst in the Perceptual and Cognitive Laboratory of the Psychology De-

partment at Rosewood State Hospital for five years.

The final paper, "A New Theory of Intelligence Which Allows Reading

with Comp hension in Low IQ Subjects", will be presented by Dr. Renee

Fuller, the author of the new Reading System. Dr. Fuller received her

Ph. D. in 1963 from New York University. In her present capacity as Chief

of Psychological Services at Rosewood State Hospital (Maryland's principle

institution for the retarded), Dr. Fuller has organized a department con-

cerned with the problems of Perception and Cognitive develop ent. She

has published extensively in the field of Behavior Genetics. Clinical re-

search indings in that field led her to utilize knowledge from develop mental

and perceptual psychology for the field of learning. The development of the

new h-d began 13 years ago when Dr. Fuller started her work with chil-

dren. At present, there are 12 books in the system, and another 7 are

projected.



THE FULLER READING SYSTEM: A SCIENTIFIC METHOD OF

TEACMNG FOR THOSE WHO ARE READY OR NOT

Judith A. Schnell

Although reading system was developed for the normal

and superior child, we have found it -uccessful remedial system with

various types of learning disorders. The. next two papers deal

with data resulting fro teaching the system to retarded subjects with

severe learning disorders, The present paper is a description of the

system, and may give indications as to why it was successful with low

JO subjects.

The new reading system is innovative and simplifies the mechanics

of the reading process. The innovations begin with the alphabet. For

many normal children, the alphabet configuration is a perceptually

difficult discrimination. The work of Gibson and Pick at Cornell has

shown that alphabet discrirriination is developmentally late in evolving.

Many of the discriminations are ones that normal children have diffi-

culty raking before the age of .7 or 8. In the new system, the alphabet

is taught on the basis of "distinctive features". The distinctivene

of each letter is established by showing how t can be composed using

three basic forms. The three basic forms are a line, a circle, and

an angle. Supportive experimental evidence for utilizing these three

basic forms in alphabet discrimination can be found in the work of

Kuennepas. In analyzing the alphabet, Kuennepas found that three

*This paper is part of a symposium "Reading Comprehension and IQ:
A Fallacious Correlation? " presented at the Americ----1 Psychological
A ssociation, September (, Honolulu.
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factor s,

the visual perce cioii

rt,c and roundness, aid

iory oi letters. These three factors

ht,'.-ve been utilized to teach the child the "dirt tires

letter of the alphabet. In ddi_ _n, the chree ha sic fearms air.

amont- ly di scr at a much ea lier age than the usual

alphabet fi -a ans.. The work of Gesell and others has shciwn

that even a year old can irninate and mani u

a circle, and a square. By using the similar but even simpl

, and angle as building blocks, letters cease to be mysterious

hieroglyphs and become familiar objects, To further facilitate

initial letter discri.nination, and to attract the learner' attention

to the "distinctive= features", the three basic for

The child is shown how to make the let

olor coded.

r with color coded forms.

On the same page, he is then immediately shown how the sa

looks in the standard printed black. We have found that the transfer

from color ceding to print is an easy and immediate transfer.

In the present system, the child is taught the alphabet through

four sense modalities. These are auditory and visual, as well as

tactile and kinesthetic. The child manipulates the component parts

to form a letter, then he hears and says the phonic sound of the letter

that has been visually presented. By using these four sense modali

more than one modality of learn ig s utilized. In this way, we seek

to load the dice by utilizing the child's greatest potential. This

permits strengths in one area to compensate for deficits in another.

The next innovation of the system is that letters are taught in

a sequence that is based on developmental and perceptual psychology.



Tht most

useful

y built and aPPea-

ord building o-ie early in the ne alphabet order.

This is important, be-

iim

use in his system alphabet learning

ediately utilizr'd in wor-) formation story reading. ether

factors that deter -nine -I, o 'de=r of al-,11 bet presentation a

letters that cit y siniil or look very similar arc

not learned in close su- ssion. This is done to avoid auditory

sual -_ and proactive order to re-

duce the n ens y load, the two pairs of letters (E and Y, C arid K)

that have tLe same sounds are presented contiguously.

The reading system seeks to lower the initial men load to

facilitate concentration on the reading process. For this reason,

letters are led by their most ustial sound, rather thati by th

useless alphabet names. In this way, Z6 rather than 52 associations

have to hi' -learned. Regular sounds are tauc,ht first, other sounds

and combinations are introduced subs qtymtly. ETnphasis is on est

fle able attitude toward sounding o'- t words. Th s is one of

the most important facets of tie system. The chid is taught "code

approximation ". He is taught that there rill not be a 1:1 correspan-

dente between letter and sound. He is taught that letters may indi-

cate what a word will be, but that he cannot be sure of what the word

is, except in the context of a sentence or a paragraph. What is

amazing is that so nonrigid a system, that requires so much judgment,

should prove effective with low IQ students.

bli sh-



The memory load is further reduced by teaching reading in stan-

dard i zed capital s. A. student has been shown how to make a

letter with the color coded forms, he is immediately she n the same

letter in regular black capitals. It is with these regular black

capitals that they student cads after learning the second letter.

Learning to read with 20 capital letters, rather than capital and

lowe=r case letters in print and cursive, making 104 conligurations,

mak the beginr4ng task very much easi er. Only alter the child is

re ding fluently, after his tenth book, is lower case introduced.

This reading system has been found to be successful in or_ in-

ting high ;evel verbal material early in the reading process. Sonic

of the easons for this play be: (1) Word forming beg

lear'dng of the second letter, (2) Stories begin after the fourth

has been introduced, (3) The nature of the stories (action

-ented space odysseys). In this way, what has been learned is

ediately utilized and anchored through context. That which

initially began as nonsense material becomes immediately struc-

tun through context, reducing the probability of forgetting.

The stories that start with the fourth letter are not only

action - packer space odysseys, but they arc arranged to be cliff

hangers. Ir order to find out what happens next, the reader must

learn a new lefty r or eading principle. No formal drill is used,

repetition appears in the context of stories. Thus the reading

process is always fun; and there are itY mediate payoffs fo

The payoffs are entertainment.

arning.



It has becot apparent that the is soiticthiiig intrinsic to

the stories that has tremendous mo nal value. The stories,

with their array of iniainary cha ac rs, are wildly construc-

ted acctlCan packed episodes. They are pusposely written on several

different levels histication, so that the humor appeals not

only to children, but also to adults For it is the adult who is

the teacher.

The books are different from standard first readers in another

way. The following table shows results from rating the Fuller reading

books using two of the formulas most used for rating the various ele-

m n ary school hooks.

Readability Formulas

(From Random Sample of Text)

BOOK PA NE FLESCH

new words
sentence length

2.Z grade

7 grade

3. 0 grade

4 3.1 grade

5 3. 3 grade

We ha e an interesting paradox within the system. Although

the mechanics of the reading process have ought the system clown

Sentence length
# of syllables

early-er 4th grade

early 4th grade

late 5th grade

--,rly-er 5th grad

early 5th grade

1 level of development, the content, evaluated by the

readability formulas, has been brought o a higher developmental



1 velthan is usual in be&lnmA4 «w

this technique, even on subject:,

w Al be scuss,d

Tb, filtu that follows is a :isual present= 8 on of the main

aspects

--t VO pa

01

il6 r _ n, color, sound, 15

The Fuller Reading System books are copyrighted tinder the name of

Renee Fuller, w 4h patent pending for the alphabet innovations,
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EFLYID: OF EADING S 'STEM

habet learning is ,__=1 ,lified. The student is shown how each

letter can be made using three 10,,L is forms. The hasie -forms

are a line, a cle, card an an ailed by the happy names

f a stick, a ball, and a bird. Bv cans
4, etse for 7 are familiar

to even the very you_ child, alphabet discrimin ation in brought

to an earlier 7.

Leters are

distinctiven

can be made

of development.

on t'e basis of "distinctive fe u es". The

of each letter is established by showing how it

the three basic forms. Color coding of the basic

forms makes the "distinctive features" stand out cle ly.

The child is taught the alphabet through four sense modalities.

These are auditory, visual, tactile, and kinesthetic. In this

way, strong in one area can compensate for deficits in another.

The letters are taucrit in a on-alphabetic sequence. The

simplest lset

building come early

resented first. (b) Letters useful in word

alphabet order. (c) Letters that

either and or look very similar spaced apart. (d) The t. 0

pairs lettem, (C

are precen-ted con iguc.., Y

and that have identical sounds

5. Letters ar callod by their most usual phonic sound, rather than

by their uselo2:, nPme.

Alphabet lcarnir r7) diately anchored through use of word

formation, which he ins after the second letter has been learned.

Stories begin aft-- the introduction of the fourth letter.



1C is tuuRht icocie approximation'. He Is taught that

ho phonic sounds of letters may ihdicate 'what a word will 1-,o;

it tit he cannot 1.e sure of what the word is, except in the

ce:-.t of a sentence or a paragraph.

is tanZnt in standardized capitals. Only after the

i:r3 re.lding fluently, s lower case introducd.

9. The acticn-oriunted space odysseys are arranged as cliff-hangLys.

7n ortThr to find out what happens next, the student must learn

a 11:I letter ur cading principle.

10. Tn '.:-Ie F11or .:;yntr,m, the mechanics of readiru have been brought

to a 1,,wer developmental level, while cuntent and vocabulary are

1107C cvahccd than the usual beginning readers.



ESt,- TS FROM TEACHING THE FL I-1 ER RE 'STEN1

TO THC)SE WITH 1,0 COMPREHENSION EXPECTATION 44

PART 1

Elizabeth N oyes

The subjects we. re 23 residents frnni Maryland's prin

stituti--- for the retarded. 1-:ighteen subjects ale, S uc're

female; 0 were black, 13 white. Their Stanford Bine_ TQ,

ranged from 1:3 to 72. Their CA s ranged from 11 to 51 y_

The tttedical diagnosis of the subjects is as follows:

N,3 "Chronic brain syndrome ".

N:=2 Mental retardation, with structural I ttanife sta

etiology unknown.

N=2 Mongoloid.

N Mierocephalic.

N Post - encephalitis.

11=1 Undifferentiated late cts of polio t iye

N=1 Spas quadriplegic; encephalopathy, due to un-

certain cause with structural react

1\1,8 Cultural-familial mental retardation.

1\1=1 Cultural - familial retardation with schizoid

ations.

tal retardation tith schizo

=:'Phis paper is part of a s ium "Reacting utnprehension and 1Q:
A Fallacious Correlation? " presented at the American Psychological
Association, September 6, Honolulu,



The subject- selected on the basis of past reading

ol records showed that they had be n d to nultitude of

reading systems, both in special classes and with individual teachers,

yet no s objects had achieved mastery of even the alphabet. Results

from the Wide Range Achievement Test confirmed the subjects' minimal

reading achieve ii en Because all the subjects represent such acute learning

ers -nd had failed to learn even the alphabet using a multitude of

reading systems, both individual and in groups, the subjects could serve

as their own control. This would be similar to testing out an anti - cancer

drug on terminal cancer patients.

Another factor involved in the selection of subjects for the reading

program was that they represented various types of acute learning dis-

Qrs. A rough breakdown of the types of problems shows:

N=4 Verbal associational deficit - problems with structured,

verbal material (IQ = 35, 47, 51, 62).

N =l Visual and auditory emery deficit for unstructured

material (IQ = 48).

N=1 Aphasia - graphic (IQ = 6E).

N=7 Intelligence deficit - no patterning (IQs 33, 3.4, 35,

35, 36, 63).

N=3 Schizophrenia = disorganized test pattern (IQ= 67).

N=Z Schizophrenia, plus visual and auditory incruory deficit

(IQs 46, 51).

N:=4 Motivational pr ble (IQ --- 64, 64,

N=1 Motivational, plus verbal associatio deficit z 60).



Subjects \ re taught to read using the Fuller

scribed in the preceding paper. Teaching s- ssions were daily, lasti

from 5 to 20 nutes, and were individual- The teachers, who ranged.

tl professional psychologist o s`e~.cretaries, were randomly ass

us subjects each day. This was done tc _ minim ize the teacher

variable, so that the results measured would reflect the effects of the

new system.

After being taught for one year on the Fuller Reading System, the

subje is were able to read books on the third grade level. Grade level

was determined by both the order of the reading b *s in the Fuller

System, and the Spackle rea3abil ty formula described earlier. When

other standard readability formulas we L. used, the books read

one year were graded as fourth or fifth grade level.

A variety of evaluative techniques were used to test he subjects'

mastery of the mechanics of reading, as well as their comprehension

of the high- level stories. This paper will deal with results from the

following tests. The reading of

1. Word lists (out of contex

The same words as above in context (sentence reading

eac in , inventory (passage reading).

Tht. i subsequent paper will deal with results frorm

4. Daily rating sheets

5. Vocabulary tests (definitioi

Q tests (Stanford-Binet).



Results from only the fi Woks w i l l

la tee books will be dealt with in to

Most hooks, with the exception et the

than once by our subjects. Post and usua

fore and after each reading. In our

scnted. Results

r st two,

fly prcte.

we present the

pretest and the most recent pc-sttecst. The reason

or even later posttest scores, rather than the

The books were put toge

rded

1s i the second

- out of design.

h the intent of being read several

of their length (160- 00 pages) learning through memorization

is irripossible. The s are written on several levels so that re-

peated reading allows not only the learning of reading principles, but

so greate emotional understanding. The eagerness with which the

subjects reread books is an indication of the success of the design.

The present papers are trying t© show final learning. The learning

curves for various subjects will be dealt with in more detailed papers.

Because all the tests had not been developed when the study began,

few subjects are missing the first pretest. in that case, the second

pretest was used, thereby biasing the results against the system.

The word list tests were given before and after the reading of

each book in the System. The lists of 10 to 15 words were of two types:

(1) Words from the Fuller System books; (Z) Words fr©m comparable

level "Dick and Jane" books, equated for length with the Fuller books.

Here, as examples, are both lists from Book 2:



is

Fuller Words nd Jane" Words

NO U P
WE

MUST FAST
1 AT TIM
SACK WENT
PLANET KITTEN
LETTER RABBIT
SPIN DUCK
BUMPY FARM
MAN RAN
POP HEN
KICK JACK
RING PIGS
BACK BARN
HOT HOP

Word list results are shown in Figu

Slide (See Figure

I

lists

pparent from Figure 1 that posttests of the Fuller word

e significantly better than pretests. Results for the fi

hook s (in der) (t .13.2<. 0001; t_= 025;

t 28_2<. 025; t Z. 54 t 73<. 01).

On ck and lane word lists, there is also a positive improve-

I t Ervin pri. to posttests, however, is s.gnificant only for

the first list (t

first Dick and Jan

05). The significant improvement on

_ar' list reflects the increasing abil

to sound out unfamiliar words. It is a good measure of the t rans -

fer value of what has been learned. Subjects learn the sounding out

game in Bock 1.

The next sure of reading accomplishment compares words read



WORD LISTS

MEAN NUMBER CORRECT

10 Ca -IN CA 0) kNi CO CO 0 .1



out of Context v it h th-

The sentences are similar to those found the books.

word 5 £ronlfrom Book 4.

Slide

in the context of sentice s.

QUICK
STEEL
HELPS
FISH
AFTER
THINKS
CLEVER
COOL
PAY
NAME
WEEDS
ANTENNA
SPACE
SUN

The Sane words embedded in Sentences:

Slide

SAYS: 'HOW CAN WE HELP THE FISH?`

VAD SAYS: "QUICK, WE MUST GET TRUNKS OF STEEL".

VAD HELPS THE FISH.

TIMO TAGS AFTER THEM.

HAPPY CAT DICK THINKS UP A CLEVER PLAN. HE IS A COOL CAT.

nmois pAyOFF IS A NAME.

GREEDY W EEDSIN THE PONDS OF PLUTO.

A VOODOOS ANTENNA GOES 5555.

VOODOOS ZAPPED VAD IN SPACE.

IN SUN VOODOOS GO PUFF.

is the



The undo nod words are the same wo

t_l nclerliri ng does not eki st in the copy

,odologically,

frig qiing test -o

ding words in

those on 1 word

n the ts.

context can serve as

-ming. It can act as an indirect

()I- testing how much the subject understands.

igure

For the first book, there was essentially no difference between

words read in and those read in con

second book, there wa:=5 significant difference

However,

1. 4..05

between the same words rc td in a list and hose embedded in a sen-

tence. The difference between in and out of context for the re-.

maining books reached even higher levels of signifiCance (t = 5.08,

Re:. 001; t Z6, K. 01; t Z. 74, 025). The subjects had 'learned

to use context. The successful use of context by learners 'th IQs

in the low 30s is unexpected. The usual conceptualization of intelli-

gence expects a high correlation between the use of contextual cues

and IQ. But even for very low IQs, reading becomes an easier task

when words are embedded in meaningful material, as is done in the

Fuller System, than when words are presented in isolation.

The next measure, Reading Inventory, shows the success of our

subjects in reading whole passages. It is a further measure of con-

textual reading and was administe ed before and after e reading

of each hook in the system. Reading Inventory was scored by percent

of words correctly road in le passage,



A



slide (

qtests were

three 3cs(t- 7.(t 22,

igher than pre w

by the fourth and fifth books, ire

that posttests were mot W§&iRCam

iiances NA

y different. Reading lnvcntory

results show that contextual reading was important even in

first book, as can be seen by the difference in pro to post scores.

it is wi t y first book that subjects change from non-reader

to readers. With each successivc Book the ceneraltrend was im

prove me in both pi. o and post scores, des real ing difficul

tr.





REST; ,,,TS TEACHI. i--CLLER READING SYSTEM

TO THOSE WITH LOW C EXPECTATION ":1

PART

Joyce Blair ,human

The previous report discussed results based on the reac

Word lists.

Z. Sento c

lararaphs.

This paper discuss esults from:

4. Daily ratio

lary definition tests.

tests.

Records --ry re adin lessen were kept on daily rating s

Included c n the daily rating sheets ere: words recognized by sight,

words sounded

pendent

independently, the exte t of comprehension,

rations about and the amount of help needed.

The daily rating sheets show a steady h in total number of

d.ht words, ranging from 75 to 650 after an average of one year on

Fuller System. Ability to sound out word ;.ndependently showed

a gradual increase,

rc chink this s

d then a sudden spurt for each. subject as he

of building up words_ from letter sounds. After

number of words sz unided out s less.

The daily rating sheets also provided an indication he deg

*This paper is part of a symposium "Reading Comprehension and IQ:
A Fallacious Correlation? " presented at the American Psychological
Association, September 6, onolulu.



of corn :ion of the materi . chen

by the amount of help needed and inde -"Indent verbaliz-ations, existed

when the subjects -new only a

more difficult, underi.t:.md

rds. As the 11C C

with them. Independent verbali-

zations al crut the stone s showed understanding far above mental

expeetat1 ns.

Examples of spontaneous original remarks made by subjects while

ing the books:

"If you've got even more= than trillions, maybe it's 'quillions'

'I . the sun machine feels hot, cause of they radiation.

"Top-notch n- ans the best in your profession. "

"They're measuring all the Voodoos, to be sure they're all the same.
t one of them gets bigger and bigger until he almost busts. Or

maybe he just expands, that's all."

"1,umpy-bumpy Voodoo speed is about 3 to 5 miles per hour. Top
Voodoo speed is about 60 to 80 miles pet. hour."

The highest ratings and best c "n were independent of IQ.

The comprehension ratings on the daily rating sheet show that high-

level independent verbalizations about the stories need not be corre-

late h 1Q. In other words, the results -ere not IQ bound.

The second set Of results to be discussed in this paper are from

the Vocal ulary tests. Vocabulary tests were high-level comprehension

tests, requiring definitions of difficult words from each book. Tests

were given before and after the reading ch book in the series.

Responses were scored on a Z-point system similar to the WAIS

lary subte
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point examples,

or C

ures of an object;

ect usaue in a once, not elaborated.

it syno exa \k- i t h. elaboration; it is ilticln;

a definition,

mples of words f r each Vocabulary are:

;look 1 - ELECTRIC, MARS, ANTENNA, PLANET, ROCKET, EVIL,

11 LAST-OFF.

- HAVOC, SATURN, MATTER TRANSMITTER.

Book 3 - COMMANDER, FANTASTIC, CONQUER.

Book 4 - MACHINE, GREEDY.

Book 5 - POETRY, TERROR.

ing standard roadability for these words surpass the MA

level of all our subjects. Comparison with Binet, WAIS, and WISC Vo-

cabulary subtests also pla Fuller vocabulary above the MAs of

subjects. But even on pretests all subjects showed an unexpected

asp of the difficult vocabulary of the reading series, The degreegrc

of success on pretest vocabulary is unexpected, after our subjects'

fail and W chslc r Vocabulary tests. Apparently, the

Fuller vocabulary has a "now" quality that makes these

sier to understand and define than the frequently simpler

wor =ds of the vocabulary lists in our IQ tests. This success on the

difficult Fuller vocabulary presumably reflects our 20th century,

TV and space _

As can be seen the of Vocabulary test results, the
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an 7 1no rove inn )retes or each hook
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between pre and pos

05). The differ

for Book does not reach significance. The

increasing ability to define N, cords may reflect changes in the thought,

processes as a result of reading, Vocabulary definitions tap far more

than

On the

ree fell of factual mot :--1.

of always the subjects with IQs

in tho f Os who performed bast. The highest vocabulary posttest score

obtained for Book 5, a difficult and sophisticated book, Caine from the

subject with an IQ of 3 j; the highest score on Book 2, front one of the

35 IQ subjects; the highest on Book 4, from a 48 IQ. The highest

seer all the Vocabulary tests were roi the lowest as well as

highest IQs in the group.

The third sot of results be discussed in this paper are from the

IC tests. The type of acute learning disorders present 1y

can, perhaps, be understood visually. The following film shows

the typo of low IQ subjects being taught to road in the study.

FILM (16mm color, about 3 1

The subjects of the present study exhibited cognitive ehavior on

a much higher level than expected their Binet IQs. This raised

the question: Did learning to read change. the IQs of our subjects?

There was, indeed, a highly nt mean increase on the Stanford-





P,inet scores of ur subjects, IQ points it pC 001). A five

poin1 1C) rise, when the change is from 35 to 40 or from 45 to

more meaningful and dramatic than if it had bee'

to 105, even though both are statistically significant.

1 ther this increase was even more ir

ati stical significance. The particula

than is indicated

coup of institutionalised

by

retardates ,hosen fcr the present study had shown a downward 1Q trend

prior to reading intervention. This downward trend is contrary to that

generally observed at our institution. A previous study (Lutkus & F .11er,

in press) showed that the 1Q tre our is positive, with an

increment of 4 points. Inadve _antly, in an attempt to choose

the most acute learning disorders to test the Fuller Reading System,

we chose a sample with an IQ trend opposite from the rest of the in-

sti

pa

Ilion. Hospital records of Binets a.-_d WIC administered within the

10 years to oubjects with CAs over 5 years showed that, despite ex-

tensive school and work pr ams of the hospital, the 'Qs of our group

subjects had dropped an average of 9. points. Reading intervention

reversed the downward trend.

Here is the graph of IC) resul

Slide (See Figure 5)

In Figure 5, the former downward trend of our subjects can be seen,

well as the rev :rsal t f the trend and the si 1Q gains aft
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reading intervene on. our subjects except one showed an increase

IC). The one case who did not show ; -1 10 increase is now an extremely

successful reader (fourth g le level) in \ ite of a n IO of

It appears that reading interven on can produce general changes, 1Q

gains, as well as specific changes in reading performance. Th,-.1 findings

are especially unexpected when one considRrsthatthe present study is

dealing with mentally handicapped subjects with hard-core learning dis-



A NEW THEORY OF INTELLIGENCE

WHICH ALLOWS RE_ DI, WITH COMPREHENSION

IN LOW IQ S1_,-1-1JECTS

Rerie Fuller Ph. D.

With this now s v,.e have broken through the difficulty of

ri g median We have --en something not expect; a

once mastery of the mechanics is achieved, reading h comprehension

of fast - moving action stories is an easy and fun task for even very

low IQ subjects.

results raise some curious questions about what is

gene e, For if IQs in the to V can read with cot prehension, then

how do axe define intelligence? Reading comprehension and IC) are two

concepts so tightly linked, that their high posit' e correlation has been

a ha c assur option in psychology as well as in education. But the re=

sults shown in the two preceding papers question the validity of this

assump

Although there has been extensive controversy about IQ, few people-

have questioned the capacity-of IQ tests to predict school performance.

What we have found is that the standard Binet and Wechsler scores have

predictive value for the new reading syst Our data, therefore,

niotent challenge the concept of intelligence advanced by Jensen,

Iicrrns and Shockley. Our results indicate that such a concept of

1lig,ence r may not be appropriate to the real world.

;; =This paper part of a symposium "Reading Comprehension and IQ:
A Fallacious Correlation? " presented at the American Psychological
Association, September 6, Honolulu.



P)e( ails( fo in sub,ects vitll IQs

n the 30s, the Binet IC 2s cat tips e )ect llftk t4 f=tilt d in ic

function. we al stf tound chance measured IQ in most of

use S tht'y h;trt been taught to read, we hive 1 SO shown

th;11. to-±; need not he stahl and definit e. The el nges Iil that patter

of Kint found In than\ of our subjects rii av !jean:: that ihtlt-

( >11

in

n nothe r.

intelligence,

nititiVL functioning can compensat,! for w

the case, then our (la _ Tics )1 the unitary cola

If Billet IQs pri marily meiisure Spon 1 -in's g, nr kgenc ral intll

genre. then nor low IQ subjects arc remarl-ahly deficient in general

intelligence. Such defi( -ncy n e tit cal intelligence should preclude.

reading success. Bait our subjects c succes

r rt, 711 se' (1 ions about the validity

pearman's t in the real -rld. Spearman's j! is a s

For this reason,

intclulncss cif

cal abstrac-

011 r ion that m,y,- adequately Jescribe large population, but

one that cart fail to describe individuals ithin that population. If re-

lilt f !n indivirluals ari pooled, intellec shn hioh inter-

correlations. It is the high intc'rcorrelation of abilities that has pro-

duced I concept of general intelligence. However, for individuals,

cttittr try to pooled data, the interct rrtslation cif abilities can he low.

Sth it:ally individual s with uneven tact n es balance each

other ) t thereby proclueing the abstraction of general intelligence.

Since those tAith tine per formane(.? s cic ilcit fit the theoretical norm
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these individuals are often labelled "brain damaged ". A theory that

lal cls s-) many organisms that do not it it as damaged has weaknesses

in its own right. The label of "brain damage" had been an effective

way of ignoring some intelligence data.

The concept of Spearman's failed with our sample. Our sub-

despite their poor test performance and acute learning dis-

abilities, nevertheless showed that they had abilities that could be

utilized. Rather than drilling these subjects in deficient a eas,

the new system with its varied approaches allowed abilities in one

functioning tt compensate for weaknesses in another.

Our data make more sense if intelligence is vie wed factor-

analytically. Factor analysis avoids the problem raised by low

intercurrelation of abilities. Because factor analysis quantifies

various aspects of intellectual functioning, it is possible to pro-

file these abilities. But even factor analytic theorists of intelli-

gence make the assumption that abilities remain constant. It is

the lack of constancy of abilities and of their profiles that our

-esults 1-1-i .e raised.

I would like to pre sent an alternative conceptualization which

regards intellectual functioning as a living system. I would like

to arld tc the concept of factor analysis and the concept of inter-

ilitie s, the concept that these abilities are o. immutable.

Our theories of intelligence must account for the fact that capacity



clian r one of the most In

oning. Further, capacity han.,1, may vary from person

to person depending on the Original pattern of abilities as well

sl< ill of envirnnrtlental ion, Conceptual iAing in-

telligence in this way v.'ould expl rin why we find that learning

deficits in children some imes disappeared in ac ulthood, Viewing

intelligence as a living system can lead to a developmental theory

of intelligence.

An analogy from chemistry nzt y he appropriate. Chen istry

also started with the concept of one-to--ne relationships. But

with t ncement f its science, it developed a Krebs cycle,

which is a circular interlocking feedback relationship. In the

cycle, the different chemical units are in continual living

interaction with one another. Intelligence may be su ilar. (Figure

But individual i elle -nal abilities are even more -ariable than

the chemicals involved in the homeostatic Krebs cycle. For this

n, the interaction of intellectual abilities becomes more core

plicated than the already complicated Krebs cycle. And, whereas,

in a homeostatic chemical relationShip, the system works o

taro cq

rather than maintenance of a status quo.

The results of the present study have show

input, especially if it literate, can alter the expectations of in-

ibriur the intellectual systen seeks optimal performance

hat environmental
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fleetion e>n numnrou ei Hitt +.` .n 1ivin ilitt raction %I.'Ith one an ler,

1itl'rieS it 130 S blo

pos.sibi1 i <inrl ty

data, but so to su Vie t the

iterventic,n. This conceptualization

i in ligence has theore=tical of jity in that t can explain con

dictory observations; it has appllccl utility because it sut., e how

prescriptions learning. Application of the theory alio

-I-sign duct nal systeniis which a I- v abilities in one area to

en-sate to

am one which p -ices a student in his weaknesses to bring him

noses in another. Such an approach is different

up to a theor al norm. The practice el weaknesses may mean re.

peated exposure to

than punishment

1 IC

experiences can be more effective

ni students off.

ng a differ- m_ conceptualisation of intelligence does not

imply that IQ tees

performance. IO tes

pr validity with reference to school

ict school performance, especially

schools as they are now con stitute d. That they failed in their pre

dicti validity h reference to our subjects indicates the tight

nkage between IQ tests and the present educational system. Because

t designed to measure aspects of cognitive .nctioning

important for school success, IQ tests are by their very nature

i of the educational system. The most frequently used

tests place a heavy iphasis on rue ry of . isual nonsense material,

audi ry nonsense material, verbal nonsense material, and nonverbal



nonsense material TheTh ediction (

school success. That so much cit school content invc lves memory

flat !t- o to the c hoo1 sy stein.of nonsense hinter

We h -I) that an alterna -rmeh ssiblc. A

learni system can cntiphasi

play a multitude of different

--tured content brim.; into

actual ies. The p rcvious

papers showed that some of these abilities exist even in 1 IQ

su. In addition, principles o perceptual and develop-

tire l psychology can be used to load the dice for learning. When

we do so, IQ tests lose their predictive --lue as well as their threat

SLR MM I Y

Our reading system has shown a ay of changing the nature of

education. It has also shown h_ when ono-does, IQ tests lose

predictive val and reliability. Apparently:IQ tests and

the educational system are so tightly linked that one is desc

tive of the other.



READING COMPREHENSION _AND INTELLIGEN CE:

A FALLACIOUS CORRELATION?

Discussion of a Si mposiuru presented at APA, September, 1972

Sam Glucksber Princeton University.

corn ents today fall into two ca go The first is the traditional

set of observations, critiques, and reactions to the Material presented by

the symposium participants. The second is somewhat atypical in this con-

text, yet I feel it is important and appropriate to the issues raised by Dr.

Fuller concerning intelligence and intelligence testi g. It is also most

appropriate to the more general issues raised recently by such writers as

Shock' y, Jensen, Eys( el: and Herrnstein concerning the heritability of

Iligene in relation to performance-differences among ethnic, social-

class and racial groups. It seems to me that the social, economic and

political climatce is ripe for a resurgence cf race and class biases of the

kind so much in evidence in h psycholo al community during the period

1900 through he 1930's and expressed so clearly by such writers as

Goddard, Brigham Pi ner, McDougall, Dunlap and Yerkes, among 9th

While the targets (or victir these biases have changed, the arguments

concerning the unalterable, if unfortunate, inferiority of various ethnic

and racial groups have not changed.

To begin with, uhatc ver else one might say,about the work of Dr. Fuller

and her colleagues, they have _ displayed rare c m on sense remarkably

k L. J. Kamin for much of the histcrrieal material on intelligence
and social policy.



uncontaminated by pseudo - professionalism. professionals, whether

we are mental psychologists, clinical psychologists, psychometricians--

or sychiat social workers or oral surgeons -- like to believe that

possess a set of hard - earned gird di

with native talents and abilities, enable just we select fev to accomplish

-acqui skill s ch, coupled

what we claim to be able t Our skills are special and esoteric, and

they are simply not available to the non- initiates-- certainly not without

the special and arduous training we endured. Pfter all, if an one can do

here is the joy and pride in my being able to do it. As Gilbert &

Sullivan point out in the Gondoliers, " hen everybody's s Jpody...then

no one's anybody.

It is pleasantly surprising to learn that the Fuller methods do not re-

quire the services of a certified "professional", in the same way that one

alwa- eatly relieved to learn that a particular experimental finding

not dependent upon the age, sex or temperament of the experiments

It also speaks well of the 1.vorKing relationships in Dr. Fuller's clinic where

all the people involved --technicians, secretaries, testers --participate

fully in the psychology program. It gives one hope that perhaps even de-

tmental chairmen and academic deans might someday find useful em-

ployment!

It i s al so good to know that the effectiveness of the program is not de-

ident upon the pa rAti ular person involved in teaching. This leaves usdr

free to wand = about the necessary and sufficient elements, or patterning

of elements, which are respori 'ble for the apparent success. Let me list



what I take to be important aspects of the program.

First, the way the alphabet is taught strik as eminently sensible

in a number of important ways. The "distinctive feature" approach in it-

self is not particularly innovatie. What ,e are the distinctive

features of Fuller's use of this approach both in her particular choice of

distinctive features to work with, and in her choice of teaching techniques.

The three "featti are line, ircle and an I suspect that these

three features worked for several reasons. First and most obviously,

they are sufficient to generate all the letters of the alphabet. Second, they

are highly discrirninable and were given discriminable and fans iliar names:

stick, ball and bird. I should like to point out that one might have chosen

just two distinctive features: line and circle, In this case, angle would

he two lines bird would he two sticks). Beyond the two geometric

classes of straight nd curved lines, the number, character, and names

for ctive fe e arbitrary. Fuller's choice of these three seems

to have been a wise one._ whether hey are optimal for her population and

for a non- institionalized population as well is an interesting question for

future research.

Mrs. Schmell has noted some aspects of the -1- hods used, , among them

color - coding and involvement of four sensory modalities. Here, as in m_

educat orally relevant areas, the psychology laboratory provides only ar

biguous guidance. Color coding here would be classified as a redundant cue,

and our best data tell us that redundant cues need not be particularly

effective in learning situations. Similarly, involving more than one modality,

like vision and audition, also has minimal effects in the laboratory. Are



these aspects of the method important'? I suspect strongly that they are,

and if this turns out to be the case, we should look very carefully at our

laboratory techniques fr the point of view of how we go about repre-

stinting aspects of the real world in our experimental designs.

tint. aspect of the method which does from the laboratory is

t he particular choice of labels, or names, for the three features...

stick, ball and bird. We do know, with some degree of confidence, that

concrete and familiar material is learned more easily than abstract and

unfamiliar material. One would also expect that such material would be

easily learned on the basis of Piage s concept of assimilation.

In short, the decisions made by Fuller and her associates seem,

retrospect, to have been the "right" ones, and these decisions involved

cioices of psychological data and theory. Even the decision to ignore

the names of letters and to label them with their most frequent acoustic

coding represents a strategic choice... it is obvious in hindsight that

learning one thing is usually easier than learning two things.

enough...I'm here to question, not merely to praise, even though

in the light of the accomplishment one feels rather petty in raising ques-

tions that might be of only academic or socio-political interest.

It seems to me that the next steps to be taken should be in the ins

tore of analysis. Why and how does this system work as well as it

seems to? is it applicable, with or without modification, to other popu-

I ations'? What modification; if needed, should he made? For example,

is individualized instruction a n lenient? f=low important for

success of the method are the content and format of the stories? Is



color coding, as many laboratory studies suggest, merely redundant?

Questions like these have two purposes, first, and the more it _dy

iivipc -ant purpose, is to the probabilities that a method like this

will be adopted where appropri`ete. The simpler and less costly the cyst n

the more likely will it be adopted. The second goal, and importantportant in the

long run, is some understanding of the nature reading r and

reading skills in general. Fuller's work this context is analogous to

i n Glei Aan's efforts in Philadelphia. Firs.- a clear and un-

ambiguous effect. Then ask... what happened and In the Fuller work

we have an effect,.. how and why twill be very useful e iestions to pursue.

I would now like to raise some questions about the offecrs reported.

rst, what other effects has the program had other than those reported..?

would be most interested in knowing whether there were any effects on

such aspects of a patient's life as his self-image, his emotional states,

his general competence as a functioning human eing. It is all well and

good to be able to read at, say, a third grade level. Does this do him any

Perhaps Dr. Fuller has some observations n this point. I would

also like. to know the likelihood of the people in her sample reading material

other than

own

ks provided, and do they read outside the clinic, on their

present? Do tl y read cot s, other children's

books, or maga- ines? Do they read signs and label Has reading become

for them a relatively e=very day, activity? These are but a few

of the questions one might ask concerning the full effects of the reading

program described here.



A second kind of question goes beyond t is in mediate situation. How

h of an effect do we really have here? 1 am not referring now to the

data reported thismorning, nor to the potential answers to the questions

I have just raised about the nature and magnitude of sonic side-effects of

the program. Instead, I am turning to the context of these data, arnd to

the source of our sense of surprise and amazement that people with

measured IQ's in the 30's... to say nothing of 60's, 50' and 401- could

perform in such apparently complex tasks... and even that these people

have complex feelings and emotions which they express rather well. I

must confess my own sense of dissonance - a person with measured IQ

of 33 reading? Understanding? - which betrays my own unreasoned and

unexamined belief in the predictive validity of IQ scores.

This brings me to the second category of remarks... the implications

. of the traditional American view of IQ as a measure of something (namely,

intelligence) that is

ed;

(h) predictive of other measures, including school grades and
economic success;

innate, i.e., determined primarily by genetic factors and
relatively independent of experience and education.

While these three characteristics of intelligence and the beliefs about them.

are conceptually independent, they tend to cluster together. A fourth factor

also tends to cluster with these three, the belief in socio-economic, nation

ethnic, and racial group differences in in_ ictual abilities. And finally,

a fifth belief or conviction enters into the picture.. If all four beliefs are



held strongly, then they lead to the utm rranted inference that there is no

purpose whatever in trying to change people in this respect. Benevolentevolent

neglect is justified by the belief that vhatever we may try, fail,

Dr. Fuller's results should, at the vv ry least, lead u s to question p

decisions based upon beliefs that particular groups of people would not

'y

profitpr_-ofit from suitably designed programs of training and education. Could

it be that Professor Jensen 's views on the potential variability of IQ and

consequences for scholastic achievement are too pessimistic?

However, doing nothing, harmful though that may be, is but the least

f the consequences of the geria.1 view that we cant eas fixed,

genetically deterrrlinable quality called intelligence. I'd 1 ike to consider

some of the consequences for social policy that the fixed-quantity view

of intellectual.capacity had at an earlier time in this country and some of the

potential dangers that might arise from this view right now. Binet was

crystal clear on both the nature and purposes of his tests, and on the uses

which they were soon to be put:

some recent philosophers appear to have given their moral

support to the deplorable verdict that the intelligence of an in-

dividual is a fixed quantity... We must protest and act against

this brutal pessimism... " (1909).

The purpose of testing, for Binet, was not merely to predict, and not

merely to screen or place people into various levels of society. The pa,-

pose was to diagnose.. and then to prescribe. Again, to quote Binet,

"After the illness, the treatment ".



Unfortunately, this point of did not characterize the intelligence

testing movement in the United States, nor the uses to which intelligence

testing rrrere put. Goddard in 1913, went to Ellis Island in Ne w York to

sample and test the "great mass of imm nts" and concluded

that 83% of Jews, 80% of Hungarians, 70% of Italians and 87% of Russians

who in d to our fair shores were feeble-minded.. .not just below

average mind you, but feeble-minded. Since IQ is fixed and inherited,

what to do? Pintner, in 1923, is clear on at least one course of action:

"It would be ell.. emphasize the intelligence factor in the

selection of our ants...lest the whole nation be diluted

with stocks of inferior mentality.. " (p. 361).

Who were these stocks'? Southern and Eastern Europeans, notably Italians

Poles, Russians, and Hebrews. These conclusions were drawn and/or

endorsed by such notables as Carl Brigham, William Mc Dougal and Robert

Yorke s, With respect to these Hebrews, one Mr. Kinnicutt testifying be-

fore a Senate Committee hearing on irn gration in 1923 adds his own

comment : "some of their labor unions are among the most radical in

the whole country".

This seems peculiar comment indeed about a group of :ha: 80%

are feeble-minded!

I migration laws of course, passed; and c ngruent with Pintrier"s

views in the 1923 Journal of Experimental Psychology, ::.,ele,L.tive

1 cies for future immigrants were soon to be supplemented by ".

! vigorous method of dealing with the defective strains already in

the country". Sterilization larris were passed in 31 states.

V 9



By 1935 it was still -1--. ed that 70°-,'0 of Poles, Italians and Russians

in the U. S. were mentally defective (JASP, 1935). Have things changed

since then? In some respects, of course, they have. Jews, Russians,

-Poles and Italians arc' no longer the

have not changed. 1' ?::1, Dr. Arthu

g Tonal committee

But some beliefs

.ney testified before a con-

is as easy to calculate one's mental equipment as it is

to measure his height and weigh . there is little c,ontroversy

as to its reliability and efficiency". In 1971, Professor Richard

Herrnstein writes "The measurement of intelligence E. psychology's

most telling accomplishment to d . nowhere else... ias there

arisen so potent an instrument as the objective measure of in-

telligence".

In view of the apparent impact of intelligence testing on the law;: enacted

by federal and state governments, one must agree with Professor Herrnstein

assess ent of the potency of intelligence testing: Other parallels between

then and now disturb me. Chester Carlisle. Director of the B eat. of

Analysis and Investigation, State Board of Charities, New York State,

in 1918:

"Those lacking in intelligence capacity drift into the lower levels

of our social life and come to be the denizens of city slums... the

residue which remains is.. composed of those of least social value...

Hence, their progeny show more and more evidence... of gross

intelligence defect... 'pauper', dreaded word in every land, has

epitomized the dregs of failure. "



In 1971, an echo from the pas tlerrnstein:

wealth and comple ity of human society grow, there will be pr

cipitated out of mankind a 10- -capacity_ residue that may be

unable to master the common o---upa ns_ and are most likely

to be born to rents who have si nit t

I do not intend to ca- hese n en as villeins. Their rc ctive

arise inevitably out of their beliefs about the nature of intelligence.

However, after half a century,

strong evidence, as II_

rp ises me that we still have no

rnstein aptly points out: "Although there

are scraps of evidence for a genetic component in the blacl.-white

diffe re -c a neutral lentator., would have to say that the case

is simply not settled, given our present state of knowledge".

One is faced, I think, with one or another point of view as a tenet

of faith..., as a philosophy, if you will, I do not doubt the potential and

variable he ritabil ity of any number of human characteristics... Sand ra

S lapa eh' s analysis is very clear on this point. I also have no

doubts on the potential utility of alternative course s of action.

Searching for non-diagnostic tests of mental ability has occupied many

people for a long time, with precious little that is good to show for it.

Work of the kind we have heard about today, in sharp contrast, has irn-

portant social and practical implications. Po ant as these might be,

should not over1( I its theoretical implications, nor its implications

for the direction of future research. Igo uch longer ill we lay the

blame f ©r our own scientific, professional and societal inadequacies upon

our ehildrenwor, 'arse, the children of our neighbors?
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in conclusion, I want to underline oint which-

Dr. Glucksherg in his discussion. There were so many interesti

considerations that he raised that it may not

this one and stress

Any experimentalexpe ri mer tal p sycholc studies the data on the re-

sults obtained by Fuller's reading system will want ay of

separating out the effects of the two large departures from di-

tional reading systems that she makes. On the one hand there is

the method of teaching the lotto -s which is unique, and on the other

the content of the readers which is also very different fron

the usual. It is very such to be hoped that she, or others

both with normal

to return to

with her cooperati n, will soon do expo

children and pith populations of retarded subjects similar to hers,

that will enable the assessment of the separ

these two departures.

ibutions of


